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》》》Message of 2021

Working together for unity,
justice and peace
In 2021, against the backdrop of an extended COVID-19 pandemic, the world struggled through
another year of economic downturn and escalating conflicts, all of which have added great
uncertainties to the already difficult times. There was global consensus that the only certainty is
uncertainty itself.

The only way to overcome such difficulties was to gather our collective strength and move forward.
Under the leadership of the Amity board, every single Amity staff member contributed greatly to
fulfilling Amity’s mission. They inspired millions of individual supporters and more than one hundred
companies to make over one million donations to 366 philanthropic projects initiated by Amity and
NGO partners during the Philanthropy Giving Day.

Through these projects, 520 social organizations received training in capacity building; 16,000 orphans
in 141 counties were supported; 860,000 people benefited from our public health projects and “Papa
and Mama’s Canteen” provided lunch boxes to the marginalized elderly through 130 lunch stations
all over the country. Importantly, all these projects could not have been accomplished without the
support of volunteers and we are totally grateful that in 2021, 15,000 people registered as Amity
volunteers. We made outstanding progress in our outreach and communications through the posting
of 1,300 messages on various media platforms and attracted 31,000 new “followers” who registered
with Amity’s social media platforms. Beyond expectations, and despite Covid-related restrictions,
Amity was able to host 61 events and activities throughout the year.

Reflecting the high levels of public appreciation for our work, Amity has been able to maintain its
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top rank as a “5A” social organization after evaluation by the Civil Affairs Ministry. We also take
great pride in the fact that the “Amity Team for Combatting the Pandemic” has been awarded the
11th China Charity awards, one of the highest awards given in recognition of an NGO’s contribution
to charity and philanthropy. In more innovations, Amity became one of the first NGOs to use an
electronic donation receipt system. This contributes immensely to promoting greater organizational
transparency in the civil society sector. Last but not least, Amity was able to implement development
programmes in eight countries in Asia and Africa.

It is heartening to report that total donations received for Amity’s work in 2021 reached a new peak of
RMB 434 million, an equivalent of over USD 65 million. All this would not have been possible without
the great support from our partners at home and abroad. We are thankful that donors have been
generous. However, in comparison with the vast sea of needs, what we were able to accomplish is no
more than a drop in the ocean.

The motto for the Beijing Winter Olympics is “Towards a Shared Future”. We anticipate a shared future
imbued with justice and righteousness. “Let justice roll down as waters, and righteousness as a mighty
stream”. In a world with unprecedented challenges and difficulties, we are committed to unite our
efforts, and to work together with all our partners, at home and abroad, for a world of justice and peace.

Qiu Zhonghui
Chair of the Board

Ling Chunxiang
General Secretary
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About Amity

Amity Foundation, founded in 1985, is an independent Chinese social organization established on the initiative of Chinese Christians led by Bishop K. H.
Ting. As one of the earliest and respected foundations with public fundraising
qualification in China, Amity works to promote education, social welfare,
public health, community development, environmental protection, disaster
relief and other philanthropic undertakings in China and other parts of the
world. Today, Amity has project presence in over 20 countries and regions,
benefiting more than ten million people.
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Awards and Honors

Awards and Honors

1997

Amity earned the honor of National Exemplary Organization for Helping the Disabled
by the State Council

1999

Amity was awarded Exemplary Organization for National Unity and Progress by the
State Council

2006

Amity received National Prize for Poverty Reduction

2008

Amity was the recipient of China Charity Award

2009

Amity was recognized as Exemplary Organization for National Unity and Progress by
the State Council

2010

Amity earned China Social Innovation Award

2011

Amity was granted AAAAA-grade NGO status

2012

Amity was chosen as China Charity Enabler

2013

Amity received Annual Exemplary Charity of Transparency and China’s Annual Prize
for Charity Information Disclosure Excellence

2014

Amity received the special consultative status by the UN Economic and Social Council

2015

Amity won Annual Tribute Award and Philanthropy Action Award by Accountability
China 2015

2016

Amity was granted AAAAA-grade NGO status and Jiangsu Exemplary NGO

2017

Amity won Top 10 Philanthropy Project Award by Actors Alliance 2017

2018

Amity’s Chair of the Board Qiu Zhonghui earned the honor of Top 40 Social Innovators
over 40 Years of Reform and Opening-up

2019

Amity was awarded Exemplary Organization for National Unity and Progress by the
State Council for the third time

2019

Amity received Self-discipline and Transparency Award for ranking first with a full
score for eight consecutive years in China Foundation Transparency Index

2019

Amity’s Chair of the Board Qiu Zhonghui was awarded as the Most Outstanding CPPCC Member – 70 People in 70 Years

2020

Amity’s Board Chair Qiu Zhonghui was credited as 2020 Top Ten Philanthropic Figures
of the Year by Actors Alliance

2020

General Secretary Ling Chunxiang was granted Outstanding Charity Worker under the
Fifth Jiangsu Charity Award

2020

Amity won the “Jiangsu Charity Award” for the fifth consecutive time

2021

Amity Anti-COVID-19 Work Team earned the honor of “Charity Model” under the 11th
China Charity Awards
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Our Vision

Our Culture

Abundant lives, more justice, and a better world

The Six Cs
Compassion, Commitment, Competence,

Our Mission

Communication, Cooperation and Creativity

Abiding by the principles of mutual respect and
interfaith harmony, Amity builds friendship with people

Our Values

at home and abroad. Through the promotion of holistic

Helping people with love and compassion

development and public welfare, Amity serves society,

Enriching virtues to nurture benevolence

benefits the people, and contributes to world peace.

Faith and love in action
People oriented development

Our Goals

Equality and respect

To contribute to China’s reform and opening up and

Helping people help themselves

social development

Openness and transparency

To contribute to active participation of Christians in

Integrity and efficiency

China’s social development

Participatory development and sustainable development

To serve as a channel for people-to-people contact and
ecumenical sharing of resources

Our Advocacy
To realize the philanthropic principles of accountability,

Our Positioning

professionalism and virtue

Integrator of resources

To serve people in need in an informative, practical and

Innovator of services

effective manner

Builder of capacity and competence
Advocator of philanthropic principles
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Organization Structure

Board of Directors

Executive Staff Meeting

Amity Printing
Co., Ltd. and
other Amity social
enterprises

Shanghai Rende
Foundation
Amity Beijing Office

Project
Management

Shanghai Amity
Philanthropy
Research Center

Guangzhou
Philanthropy
Development
Center

Social Service

Amity Foundation
Hong Kong

Research &
Development

Amity Office in
Africa

Amity International
Office in Geneva

Resource
Development

Amity Kenya Office

Operation &
Administration

Community Development and Disaster

Education and International Exchange

Management

New Media Development

Public Health and HIV/AIDS Prevention

Orphan Fostering

Education and Scholarship

Amity Way Fundraising

Social Welfare

Communication and Advocacy

Church and Social Service

Cooperation Development

Amity Bakery

Volunteer Service

Amity Home of Blessings

Human Resource

Amity Children Development Center

Planning and Finance

Amity International Philanthropy Valley

Administration and legal Service

Amity NGO Development Center

Research and Development
Regional Development
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Board of Amity Foundation

Chair of the Board

Mr. Qiu Zhonghui

Mr. Qiu Zhonghui

Counselor to Jiangsu Provincial Government

Counselor to Jiangsu Provincial Government
Vice President, China Charity Alliance
Chairperson of the Disaster Relief Committee, China
Charity Alliance
Member of the Supervisor Committee, China Christian
Council / National Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic
Movement of the Protestant Churches in China
Vice President of Jiangsu Social Organization
Development Association
Member of the 10th and 11th Standing Committee,
Jiangsu Provincial Committee of CPPCC

Vice Chair of the Board
Mr. Gu Chuanyong
Former Counsel of Jiangsu Provincial Ethnic Affairs
Commission and Jiangsu Provincial Religious Affairs
Bureau

Vice President, China Charity Alliance
Chairperson of the Disaster Relief Committee, China
Charity Alliance
Member of the Supervisor Committee, China Christian
Council / National Committee of the Three-Self Patriotic
Movement of the Protestant Churches in China
Vice President of Jiangsu Social Organization
Development Association
Member of the 10th and 11th Standing Committee,
Jiangsu Provincial Committee of CPPCC

Prof. Lu Hanlong
Former Counselor to Shanghai Municipal Government
Former Vice President of Chinese Sociological Association
Former Director of the Institute of Sociology, Shanghai
Academy of Social Sciences
Former Representative of Shanghai Municipal People's
Congress

Rev. Zhang Keyun

Mr. Sun Weimin

Member of the National Committee of CPPCC

Vice Chairman of Suning.com Group Co., Ltd.

Vice President of China Christian Council
Chairperson of Jiangsu Provincial Committee of the
Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant
Churches in China

Board Members
Rev. Wang Jun
Member of the Standing Committee, Shaanxi Provincial
Committee of CPPCC
Vice Chairperson of the National Committee of the
Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant
Churches in China
Chairperson and President of Shaanxi Provincial Christian
Council / the Shaanxi Committee of the Three-Self
Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China

Prof. Shi Zengzhi
Professor and PhD Supervisor of the School of Journalism
& Communication, Peking University
Director of the Center for Public Communication and
Social Development, Peking University

Bishop Shen Bin
Member of the National Committee of CPPCC
Vice President and Deputy Director of Chinese Catholic
Patriotic Association
Director of Jiangsu Catholic Patriotic Association

Prof. He Guanghu
Professor and PhD Supervisor of the Department of Religions
Study, School of Philosophy, Renmin University of China
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Ms. Yu Ruiyu

Mr. Zhou Xiaojin

Representative of National People’s Congress

Director of the Second Division, Jiangsu Provincial Ethnic
and Religious Affairs Commission

Chairperson of Jiangsu Talent Certified Public Accountants

Rev. Zhang Keyun
Member of the National Committee of CPPCC
Vice President of China Christian Council
Chairperson of Jiangsu Provincial Committee of the
Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant
Churches in China

Mr. Huang Haoming
Acting President, China Global Philanthropy Institute
Honorary Chair of the Board, China Association for NGO
Cooperation

Mr. Gu Chuanyong
Former Counsel of Jiangsu Provincial Ethnic Affairs
Commission and Jiangsu Provincial Religious Affairs
Bureau

Ms. Huang Lei
Director of the Seventh Division, the United Front Work
Department of the Jiangsu Provincial Party Committee

Consultant
Mr. Zhao Long
Former Deputy Director of Jiangsu Provincial People’s Congress
Former Member of the Standing Committee, CPPCC
Former Chairperson of Jiangsu Provincial Committee of
China National Democratic Construction Association

Rev. Xu Xiaohong
Member, national CPPCC
Chairperson of the National Committee of the Three-Self
Patriotic Movement of the Protestant Churches in China
President, the National Committee of China YMCA

Ms. Ling Chunxiang
Chair of the Board of Shanghai Rende Foundation
Vice Chair of the Board of Guangzhou Philanthropy
Development Center

Rev. Wu Wei
Member, national CPPCC
Member, Beijing Committee of CPPCC
President, China Christian Council

Rev. Kan Baoping
Vice Chairperson of the National Committee of the
Three-Self Patriotic Movement of the Protestant
Churches in China

Special Consultant

Vice President, China Religions Study Association

Former Director General of the Second Bureau, State
Administration of Religious Affairs

Board of Supervisors
Lawyer Wang Yuyue
Partner and lawyer of Q Plus Law Firm

Ms. Guo Wei

General Secretary
Ms. Ling Chunxiang
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Staff Members
Executive Staff Meeting
Qiu Zhonghui, Ling Chunxiang, He Wen, Chu Chaoyu, Liu Lei, She Hongyu, Tian Meimei,
Zheng Wei, Fang Jun
Orphan Fostering
Wang Wei, Li Xue, Liu Ruixin, Li Chenxi, Dai Yue, Zhang Xin
Community Development and Disaster Management
Tan Hua, Shu Junsong, Zhang Chao, Xie Jie, Xu Zhijian, Le Wen, Cui Yazhou, Xu Chen
Public Health and HIV/AIDS Prevention
Du Ying, Wu Xi, Hua Yunfei, Qian Yawen, Sun Xiyue
Church and Social Service
Shen Zhanqing, Sun Cheng, Xie Xiaoxuan, Wang Yuanyuan, Liu Yang, Peng Yaopei
Social Welfare
Zhou Bo, Fang Li, Wu Yaqin, Liu Yuqiao
Education and Scholarship
Tang Chuanfang, Li Ling, Wang Yuqian, Huang Ningwei, Xia Mengqian, Shi Wanjun
Education and International Exchange
Chen Cheng, Wang Yu, An Pan
NGO Development
Zhou Liting, Li Yan, Cai Min
Kunshan NGO Development
Shen Shuzhen
Amity Way Fundraising
Gao Mei, Xu Huijie, Wang Yifan, Bao Huimin, Zhou Pengfei, Xu Tong, Gu Fangyuang
Communication and Advocacy
Wang Yi, Huang Jieyu, Wang Pei, Lu Yi, Chen Shuaishuai
Cooperation Development
Liu Li, Ge Yong, Yu Chen, Guo Yuewen, Yan Yan, Li Zihao, Yang Zhengran
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New Media Development
Cao Hui, Chen Zheng, Zhong Xiaojie, Wang Xiaoming, Ma Hanying, Huo Xiao
Research and Development
Zhu Yanwei, Kou Weiwei
Amity Office in Africa
Liu Chang, Zhang Jinghui, Gu Wanming
Amity International Office in Geneva
Dr. Theresa Carino
Finance and Accounting
Jiao Fei, Deng Xiahui, Sun Lin, Chu Guixiang, Luo Xian
Supporting and Administration
Shi Yawei, Zhou Ling, Yu Deguo, Cui Baohong, Zhu Tingting
Human Resource
Sun Qi, Yan Rong, Jin Lei
Amity Beijing Office
Qian Xiaofeng
Beijing Chuanyi Foundation
Xu Huitan
Shanghai Rende Foundation
Wang Wanxin
Guangzhou Amity Philanthropy Development Center
Gao Qijun, He Jinrong, Guo Yuan, Guo Lusi, Yang Zhicheng, Zhou Yingyi, Ye Shuting, Wu Yiyi
Amity Foundation, Hong Kong
Anthony Tong Kai Hong, Tong Su, Alex Lai Wing Hung, Amy Lo Pei Ying, Martin Lachmann,
Derrick Lau Kin Long (part-time)
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》》》Facts and Figures

◎ In 2021, Amity’s total income reached RMB
more than RMB

434 million, with

300 million generated from online fundraising.

◎ As of 2021, the aggregate amount of funds raised online during the past
15 years exceeded RMB

1.24 billion.

◎ During the “99 Giving Day”, Amity enabled 231 organizations, 100
companies and 1,040,000 donors to support 366 projects.

◎ Amity provided capacity-building services for over 520 social organizations;
◎ Amity's "Sprouts on Earth Project" had presence in 15 counties of 7
provinces, benefiting 622,000 people;

◎ Nearly 16,000 orphans from

received Amity support.

141 counties of 16 provinces

◎ Amity’s public health projects benefited 860,000 people across

30 counties in 15 provinces.
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◎ Nearly 130 Amity Papa and Mama’s Canteens across the country

provided free lunches for the elderly in need.

◎ Amity cooperated with more than 20 public welfare care centers across

the country to serve children at risk.

◎ Amity’s international education projects sponsored over 5,760

students from 8 countries.

◎ Throughout the year, more than

1,300 Amity posts published on

mainstream and social media platforms received over 60,000,000
shares, comments and likes, with 31,000 new followers;

◎ As of 2021, approximately 15,000 volunteers registered with Amity,
and 61 offline charity activities were held throughout the year.
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2021 Milestones
JAN
JAmity provided protective
supplies for medical workers
and volunteers fighting
against Covid-19 in the city of
Shijiazhuang;
Amity Child Development Center
moved to a new location at No.
255 Hunan Road of Nanjing, with
all teaching facilities upgraded.

MAR
Amity held a Western Region
(Wanzhou-Dazhou-Kaizhou
Demonstration Area for the
Integrated Development of
Sichuan and Chongqing) Elderly
Care Management Training in
Chongqing. The training included
both online and offline courses,
focusing on sharing insights and
principles on the development
and reform of elderly care
services. Over 6,000 people took
part in the training.

APR
Amity organized the Pangu Think Tank Regional Quality Development
Seminar in Chengdu. The event attracted 300,000 people online and
addressed topics such as the intergenerational digital gap and strategies
to overcome it, as well as raising awareness for the issue of an aging
population. The Amity Inclusive Education Sichuan-Zhejiang Seminar
was held in Mianyang. Principals and teachers from more than 40
kindergartens, primary and secondary schools gathered to discuss the
current situation, challenges, and future goals of inclusive education.

MAY
Amity Foundation, together with
its partners, responded to the
Yangbi earthquake as soon as it
happened in Yunnan, focusing on
aiding women and children in the
affected areas.
Amity A+ Partner Capacity
Building Camp was held in
Nanjing. Senior professionals
from fundraising and
communication platforms
provided trainings to
representatives of social
organizations from 21 provinces
on improving comprehensive

operational capabilities in
theoretical and practical ways.
The Amity Charity Calligraphy
and Painting Institute was
established in Nanjing to
provide support for the charity
projects of Amity. It represents
Amity’s first steps into
combining charity and art.
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JUN

OCT

Kunshan Amity Bakery Huanghe Road store officially
opened for business. This is the sixth chain store of
Amity Bakery in Jiangsu Province;

118 table tennis teams competed in the 3rd "Amity Cup"
Table Tennis Game, which saluted the 100th anniversary
of the founding of the Communist Party of China and the
medical workers fighting Covid-19. Amity also launched its
emergency response to floods in Shanxi, offering support
to 5 cities and 14 counties in the province.

JUL
Amity’s electronic invoice system was officially
launched. On the same day, a donor from Shanghai
successfully obtained the first e-invoice for
donation issued by Amity through the system. It
was also the first e-invoice for donation issued in
Jiangsu Province.

JUL—AUG
Henan was hit by heavy storms and floods, while
Nanjing and Yangzhou experienced increasing
numbers of Covid-19 cases at the same time.
In response, Amity, based in Nanjing, launched
actions on both fronts.

SEP
The Amity Anti-Covid-19 Work Team won the
“Charity Model” of the 11th China Charity Awards
for its outstanding performance in the fight against
Covid-19 in 2020.
Amity took part in the “99 Giving Day” and “95
Charity Week” activities, making good performance
in fundraising.
Amity was selected as a strategic partner of Alibaba
Foundation’s XIN 100 Program.

NOV
The 11th Amity International Seminar on Autism themed
"Inclusion and Development of Children with Autism" was
held online, attracting over 13,000 experts in inclusive
education and practitioners in autism from both home
and abroad.
At the 9th China Charity Fair (Cloud Exhibition), Amity
showcased its practice and achievements in education,
medical care, elderly care, and internationalization
through engaging audio-visual media and case studies.

DEC
Papa and Mama’s Canteen was awarded one of the "Top
10 Philanthropy Projects in 2021" by gongyi.ifeng.com.
The Sprouts on Earth project was awarded "Charity Project
of the Year for Responsible Practice" by ThePaper.cn;
Amity got a full score in the 2021 China Foundation
Transparency Index (FTI) report, and topped the "2021
Transparent Foundations of the Year" list published by
Jiemian.com.
Amity was granted AAAAA-grade NGO status for the
third time
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2021 Donation-based Income by Regions

2021 Expenditure by Projects
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》》》Project Reports

Rural Revitalization
Rural revitalization has been one
of Amity’s focuses. By holding
Rural Revitalization Summit and
participating in conferences such
as China Charity Fair and China
Community Supported Agriculture
Conference, Amity learned about
sector trends, make new partners,
and explore high-quality projects.
Leveraging on the development of
online charity and offline corporate
social responsibility, Amity channeled
domestic resources, designed and
carried out 55 projects related to
rural revitalization in 50 counties and
cities of 20 provinces.

Amity Rural Community Fund Project - A villager is casting her vote to one of the bowls for the
candidates of community fund manager

Amity’s integrated development
projects, taking rural industry,
traditional culture and rural
finance as the carrier, aim at the
improvement of the community
governance system and capacity,
which makes it possible for self-help,
mutual assistance and sustainable
development in rural areas. In
addition to Amity’s traditional project
areas including Yunnan, Guizhou
and Qinghai provinces, Amity carries
out new projects such as social
practice, garbage classification, beach
cleaning, and citizen scientists in
Hunan and Guangxi provinces.
Professionals invited by Cangyuan County Amity Project Office are explaining fig planting
management and protection to the villagers of Longnai Village
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Philosophy:
To help people help themselves and to help people develop

Education plays a leading role in the implementation of the rural revitalization strategy. Only when
the overall level of rural education is upgraded, more people will be able to serve the sustainable
development of economy and society of the countryside. Therefore, Amity highlights children and
adolescents in rural areas. By supporting the facilities, mental health and social adaptability of the
youngsters, Amity is committed to caring for their growth and promoting education equality.
In addition, rural elderly care and development of rural service forces take a key part of Amity’s work.
Amity cooperates with 46 elderly care institutions across the country to carry out Amity Papa and Mama’s
Canteen Program in 28 of China's 31 mainland provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions, in an
aim to build a rural elderly care service system.
Since the end of 2018, Amity has paid attention to the needs of women and children in underdeveloped
areas on living and development difficulties, and designed targeted projects to provide protection,
development opportunities, and parenting advocacy, so that women will truly become rural revitalizers.
Among the projects, Amity Sprouts on Earth initiated together with Alibaba Charity has become one
of the most prominent strategic projects of Amity with large capital volume, integrated service, wide
coverage and strong brand effect.

The Sino-Mongolian Beaver Conservation Program has helped the population of the species increase by 20% in the past 4 years
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Integrated Community
Development and
Disaster Management
In 2021, the Amity community development
and disaster management team managed
67 projects, covering six foreign countries as
well as 151 counties in 31 provinces in China,
benefiting over 280,000 people.
Throughout 2021, Amity set up 52 canteens
under Papa and Mama’s Canteens Program
for the elderly living in difficulties in

Papa and Mama's Canteen in Pengzhou,
Sichuan Province

Community Fund Project in Cangyuan
County, Yunnan Province

more than 20 provinces, municipalities
and autonomous regions. Amity took the
program as a platform to promote mutual
assistance in communities. In addition,
through projects and activities such
as setting up community funds, Amity
promoted mutual assistance in villages,
improved community governance awareness
and capacity of villagers. This created more
possibilities for village cooperation and
subsequent development.
During the 2021 summer flood season,
Henan and Shanxi provinces suffered from
extreme rainstorms and floods. Amity
raised over RMB 40 million for Henan flood
response, carrying out emergency rescue
and transitional resettlement in more than
Amity Community Development Project in Cangyuan County. A villager is
doing tea-picking
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Philosophy:
To explore the value of rural culture, to cultivate the strength of rural communities
and to achieve independent development of rural areas. To carry out disaster
management work in humanitarian spirit, by focusing on enhancing the resilience of
the affected communities.

Destroyed farmland in Henan floods

Henan floods

500 villages and communities

In 2021, Amity incorporated

in 41 counties of 11 cities in the

ecological agriculture, water

province. During the emergency

source protection, waste sorting

rescue, Amity staff in Nanjing

and biodiversity protection

headquarters were unable to

into projects such as rural

go to the disaster area due to

revitalization, education and

Covid-19 restrictions in Nanjing,

traditional culture protection.

so staff from Shanghai and

The aim of this is to advocate

Kunshan were dispatched to

the mainstream adoption of

work at the front line. Moreover,

environmental protection in

two transitional depots were

social-economic activities. In

set up in Xinxiang and Hebi,

particular, Amity focused on

which represented the first

biodiversity-related projects,

attempt in Amity's history to

carrying them out in Tajikistan

set up transfer warehouses for

and nine domestic provinces,

supplies in the disaster areas

municipalities and autonomous

to improve efficiency. Amity

regions. These projects involved

raised over RMB 7 million for

biodiversity monitoring,

Shanxi flood response, and

community protection and public

carried out emergency rescue

education.

and transitional resettlement in
nearly 100 towns in 14 counties
of 5 cities including Jinzhong,
Lvliang and Linfen, providing
supplies such as food, daily
necessities, rescue equipment
and disinfectants.
Amity is distributing supplies for Shanxi floods
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Education Support
Philosophy:
To Promote educational equity and support students in rural areas in obtaining continuous quality education. To promote the all-round development of orphans and children
at risk and care for their growth, development and social integration.

Amity supported 15,699 orphans in 141
counties of 16 provinces across the country
to improve their learning and living

Item

Project Name

conditions and support their growth and
development. In 2021, Amity launched a new
project data management system, which
digitalizes information updates and feedback
for Amity Orphan Fostering Project and
provides functions for donors to manage
their donations. In 2021, the Amity Orphan
Fostering Project was recommended as

Direct
Indirect
Beneficiaries Beneficiaries
(People)

(People)

1

School Rebuilding Project

288

864

2

Amity Scholarship Program

1204

3612

3

Desks in Mountainous Schools Project

12268

22908

4

Future Engineers Project

1709

5127

5

Breakout Project

189

567

6

Children at Risk Project

1703

5109

7

Yixin Huatai Project

3685

11055

8

Amity Dream Plan

6939

13878

9

Multi-functional Classroom Project

13599

27198

10

Mini Power Station in Schoolbag Project

1400

4200

11

Dreamed Sports Pack Project

36790

73580

12

Amity Water Cup Project

2508

61425

13

Crowdfunding Project

6000

18000

14

Little Talents Nutrition and Health Program

836

2508

89118

250031

Dynamic Charity Project of the Year by the
Internet Good Summit.
Amity’s education programs including the
Amity Scholarship Program, Future Engineers
Project and Dream Sports Pack Project served
89,118 people in 71 counties of 14 provinces
including Sichuan, Yunnan, Guizhou, Henan,
Qinghai, Hubei, Jiangsu and Anhui. These
education programs paid particular attention
to holistic development based on the basic
needs of the beneficiaries. Through program
design, Amity promoted active participation
and thinking among students. In addition,
through volunteering activities, Amity
strengthened interaction and connections with
the students.

Total

Table of beneficiaries for some of Amity's education projects
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Work exchange between Amity Orphan
Fostering Program and partners

Visit by Ford Motor Company staff

Seminar in Guangzhou

Amity staff visiting orphan families

Beneficiaries of Orphan Fostering Program

Volunteers attending Amity activities in
project schools

Amity project school

Seminar in Guangzhou

Students in Amity activities themed The
Charity Talents

Amity project school
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Health Care
In 2021, Amity designated “health for all” as its overall
work goal, guided by national policies including the
Healthy China 2030 Blueprint, the Outline for Women’s
Development in China (2021-2030), the Outline on the
Development of Chinese Children (2021-2030), and
the Outline of the 14th Five-Year Plan (2021-2025) for
National Economic and Social Development and the
Long-Range Objectives Through the Year 2035 for its
action. Amity made efforts in improving the medical
and health conditions in underdeveloped areas and

A village doctor in Lvchun County of Yunnan Province is distributing
maternity family gift packages

enhancing the service capabilities of medical workers
by promoting people-oriented basic medical services
and a public health system for disease prevention and
control. At the same time, Amity focused on maternal
and child health and adolescent health. By continuously
improving the health awareness and behavior of target
groups, Amity worked hard to improve the health
service system and people’s health literacy, while
building a sustainable and healthy society, advancing
toward the goal of a healthy China.

A family in Lvchun County of Yunnan Province under Amity Sprouts on
Earth Program

Amity carried out 24 medical and health projects in 30
counties and cities in 15 provinces across the country,
including nutrition support and management, maternity
kit distribution, medical equipment support, training
for medical workers, volunteers and the general public,
cloud classroom for village doctors, health station, child
care, AIDS prevention lectures for college students and
assistance for women in distress, directly benefiting
470,000 people.
A village doctor is diagnosing a villager with equipment provided by
Amity in Pingshun Village of Shanxi Province

Annual Report 2021

Philosophy:
To share a healthy life and to build a healthy China.

A training for village doctor in Minquan Village of Henan Province

Amity Rural Medical Support Program focused on

improve the skills of village doctors in the project

improving the medical environment in village clinics

areas and enhance the digital capabilities over the

and empowering village doctors in a sustainable

project. 23 online trainings were held with nearly

way. With blockchain management technology, the

500 village doctors participating.

program achieved transparent resource channeling
and content output, optimized the three-level basic

2021 marks the third year of Amity Sprouts on Earth

medical network, and built a "PLW (Point, Line and

Maternal and Infant Health Care Campaign (Sprouts

Web)" service structure. The program, covering five

on Earth Project). This year, through innovations

counties in four provinces including Shanxi, Hebei,

on content, methods and technology, the program

Henan, and Shaanxi in 2021, provided medical

provided effective solutions for tackling maternal

equipment for 317 village clinics, and supported

and infant health problems in underdeveloped

61 village doctor training sessions, benefiting over

areas. It also represents an effective attempt by

300,000 people. In addition, Amity built the "Village

social forces to participate in rural revitalization. In

Doctor Cloud Classroom" platform together with

2021, Sprouts on Earth covered 15 counties in seven

Alibaba Foundation and Alibaba Health in order to

provinces, benefiting 622,000 people.
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Service for the Elderly
and People with Disabilities

Let Love Go Home Child Pottery Class

Let Love Go Home Special Education Project

Paintings from kids of Amity Child Development Center are displayed
in Zhonglingjie Metro Station of Nanjing

Let Love Go Classroom Inclusive Education
Project

Staff of Nanjing Library are reading with students of Amity Home
of Blessings

Philosophy:
To practice institution-based, community-based and home-based service for the elderly
and combine nursing with rehabilitation and hospital care. We are dedicated to carrying
out holistic services and creating a demonstrative elderly care entity. Following the
approach of “people first”, “helping people to help themselves” and “holistic care”, we
strive to protect their rights to development and social participation, and promote
public understanding, acceptance and tolerance.

Annual Report 2021

In 2021, Amity Philanthropy

friendly organizations, and

to stay with foster families

Valley continued to improve the

published 5,000 copies of the

so they experience family

quality of integrated elderly care

"Guidebook for Dementia

care and warmth. 33 “Amity

services. For institution-based

Caregivers" compiled by the

Grandmothers” provided family-

elderly care service, the room

Amity Philanthropy Valley

like care for special children in

occupancy rate reached 85%.

team. These guidebooks were

10 social welfare care centers.

For home-based elderly care

distributed to 43 friendly groups

More than 80 special young

service, Amity’s 21 community

in western China.

people and 8 special education

elderly care centers in Qixia,

teachers received Amity

Gulou and Yuhua districts serve

With the support of the Qixia

sponsorship to guarantee the

over 11,000 elderly members,

District Disabled Persons'

young people’s school learning

comprised of one AAAAA-level

Federation, China’s first Internet

or vocational training. Moreover,

center, four AAAA-level centers,

Marketers Training Base

Amity cooperated with Chengdu

nine AAA-level centers and

for People with Disabilities

Yuni Tongxing Social Service

seven AA-level centers.

was established in Amity’s

Center to provide services

Shanshuiyuan Care Home.

and assistance to families of

Amity Friends of the Alzheimer’s

The Base not only provides

children with disabilities in

Program held five large-scale

a platform for people with

Sichuan and surrounding areas,

training sessions in Nanjing,

disabilities to show themselves

offering reliable and long-term

Chongqing, Chengdu, Xi'an,

and communicate with the

service plans for families of the

and Urumqi, with more than

world, but also helps them build

disadvantaged.

300 offline audiences and more

confidence. As of December,

than 300,000 online audiences.

a total of 31 live streaming

Amity’s inclusive education

In addition, Amity carried out

activities had been broadcast.

project extended from schools

advocacy of a dementia-friendly

in the east to the west of China.

society, printed and distributed

Amity cooperated with over

As of 2021, there were dozens

more than 10,000 copies of

20 social welfare care centers

of schools in nine regions

dementia prevention manuals,

across the country and

cooperating with Amity to

developed 170 dementia-

supported over 200 children

implement inclusive education.

New Year party for the elderly

Haircut service for the elderly

Let Love Go Home Special Education
Project - Tree Planting
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Amity also held two seminars
on this subject in Zhejiang and
Sichuan provinces respectively.
Through Amity’s six-year
exploration and practice in
Quzhou, this project was
selected as a model project in
China and its experience was
shared in the 2021 International
Seminar on Inclusive Education.
Amity Bakery and Amity Home
of Blessings further cooperated
in 2021. On average,17 trainees
from Amity Home of Blessings
participate in work and
vocational trainings in Amity

Foster families

Bakery every day. Through
immersive training in the past
few years, the trainees made
great progress: in addition to

teaching areas, Amity also added

social practice, and educational

daily workshop production and

eight functional classrooms,

development, with attention to

sales service trainings, they

including language training

the students’ developmental

also engaged in e-commerce

room, sensory integration room,

abilities and social adaptability.

services, tea break services,

sensory room, scenario room,

Compared with ordinary

packaging and delivery, and

music room, art room, physical

schools, special education pays

charity sales. These endeavors

training room, and science

more attention to home-school

helped bolster their confidence.

laboratory, further enriching

communication, parenting

the applicable scenarios of the

training and capacity building

Amity Child Development

courses. Furthermore, based

for parents. Amity believes only

Center, which serves children

on the characteristics and

when the concept and actions of

with autism aged 0-7, was

development needs of students,

home and school education are

relocated to a new site in

the center launched new courses

consistent can a more suitable

2021. The floor space of the

such as Lego, picture talk,

growth environment be created

site increased from 300 square

writing and physical intelligence.

for children with autism.

meters to 1,280 square meters.

These courses connect

With the upgrading of the

classroom studies with real life,
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Sector Development
In 2021, Amity enhanced its institutional
management, capacity building and project
innovation centering around policy guidelines
such as Party-building in social organizations,
quality development of social organizations,
social organization cultivation in communities,
innovation in community governance, common
prosperity and the “third distribution”, and
promoting social workstations, epidemic
prevention and control and disaster relief.

Jiangsu Province Venture Philanthropy Projects Mid-Year Achievement
Report Meeting

Amity’s NGO development work covers Nanjing,
Nantong, Wuxi and Suzhou, benefiting over
25,000 people cumulatively. In 2021, Amity
managed RMB 45 million in government
resources, with 891 charity projects under its
management and monitoring. Amity provided
training and assessment services for 1,043 social
organizations and organized 142 charity events,
with nearly 5,000 participants cumulatively.

Appraisal for venture philanthropy projects in Qixia District, Nanjing

Philosophy:
By carrying out research and communication on charity culture based on practices, Amity participates in exchanges and experience sharing to support the healthy development
of the sector and its ecology. Taking "government guidance, social participation, and
independent operation" as the principles, Amity is dedicated to nurturing and serving all
kinds of social organizations.
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Nanjing
Nanjing: In terms of platform operation, Amity NGO Development Center
supervised 154 projects, supported the civil affairs department in carrying
out grading evaluation on 366 social organizations, and assisted 47 social
organizations in obtaining grade-AAA or above. In terms of capacity building,
Amity collaborated with the municipal Women's Federation and other
departments to set up general and customized courses, especially 59 flagship
customized courses attracting 5,000 participants. In terms of community
Donors visiting Amity Bakery

governance, Amity focused on the cultural element in rural revitalization,
helping upgrade the "Happy Grandma, Fantastic Waisha" project in Baguazhou
Waisha Village by giving villagers new media training to record their happy
memories. In terms of research and advocacy, Amity’s research “Intervention
of Social Work in the Construction of Social Assistance System – Reflections
on Practice of Service-oriented Social Assistance in Qixia District of Nanjing”
won the third prize of the 2021 National Civil Affairs Policy Research Award;
and the "Grain Plan for Community Social Organization Development",
which was based on the research results of community social organization
development in Guli Street of Jiangning District, was credited as the High-

Nanjing Yanziji social work station

quality Development Case of Social Organizations in Jiangsu Province.

Nantong
Nantong: In terms of Party-building in social organizations, Amity
built a service platform, which was awarded as the "Jiangsu Provincial
Demonstration Site for Party Building in Social Organizations". In terms of
project development, Amity focused on the building of social workstations,
the systematic evaluation of home-based elderly care and the care and
protection of vulnerable children while expanding projects such as the
"Operation of Coastal Child Care Homes", the Online Verification of Elderly
Community visit

Care in Tongzhou District of Beijing, and the Training and Supervision of
Juvenile Judicial Social Workers in Nantong.

Annual Report 2021
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Wuxi
Wuxi: In terms of community NGO development, Amity successfully applied for the "2021 Central
Government Funding for Social Organizations Participating in Social Service Projects - Community Social
Organization Professionals Training Program", which was welcomed by community social organization
professionals as its diversified teaching enhanced the ability of the community social organization leaders. In
terms of social workstations, Amity served as a platform and provided services such as project supervision,
training, and channeling resources, aimed at promoting all kinds of participation in social governance.

Opening ceremony for Wuxi venture
philanthropy training

Training for community NGOs

Launching ceremony for a meal project in Wuxi

Suzhou
Suzhou: Amity completed the transformation of the first social workstation demonstration site in Kunshan
in 2021, which has since generated great social influence. In terms of branding, Amity’s "Hello Neighbors Benevolent Companion" project focused on community social organization cultivation and guiding these
organizations to participate in community governance. The project yielded outstanding results. Through
communication with Kunshan Civil Affairs Bureau, Amity transformed the Tinglin Social Workstation into the
city's first social workstation demonstration site.

Tinglin Home for the Challenged Handicraft
Workshop

Board meeting of Suzhou Amity Social
Work Development Center

Kunshan Tinglin Social Work Station
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Religion-based
Philanthropy
Philosophy:
To encourage religious communities to get involved in charity and to facilitate mutual
understanding and interaction among different religions, or between religious communities and all sectors of society.

Love Your Neighbor
Project giving free
haircut to the elderly

The Amity Dorcas Fund project aims to carry out life education in a systematic and
humanized way and provide high-quality hospice care for patients with terminal illness. In
the future, in addition to elderly hospice care services, the fund also plans to explore the
field of child hospice care. Following a breakthrough in fundraising in the face of Covid-19,
Amity Dorcas Fund gave an immersive achievement report in Shanghai in November. The
event, which attracted more than 1,000 people to the site, was sponsored by 35 caring
companies and also attracted 29,000 views online through live streaming. The Dorcas
volunteers team was credited as the "2021 Excellent Volunteer Service Team of the Year" by
Shanghai Linfen Street Community Health Service Center for their thoughtful service.

Annual Report 2021

The Amity Rose Charity Fund, Amity Spring Rain
Charity Fund, Church Philanthropy Fund and other
special funds are developing steadily. The Jiangsu
Church Philanthropy Fund achieved great results
under the strategic plan of "one brand for one
place", and the Jiangsu Love Charity Fund has also
achieved breakthrough results this year. Following
Zhenjiang, Kunshan and Changzhou, Wuxi Church
started its support of the development of Amity
Activities of The Sweet Home Project

Wuxi Center. The Head of Wuxi Christian Council
expects more plans to build a brand for Wuxi church
in cooperation with Amity in the field of charity and
social service in the future.
Based on the development needs of Amity projects
and the organization as a whole, Amity carried
out macro-issue research and strategic planning
and composed the “Amity Internationalization
Strategy” and “Amity Strategic Plan (2021-2025)”.
As one of the earliest Chinese social organizations
that work abroad, Amity's international work

Outing service

attracted academic attention. "The ’Chinese
Dream‘ in Philanthropy: Exploration of the Amity
Foundation in Internationalization" was included in
The Development Report of China’s Philanthropy
Internationalization compiled by a professor at
Renmin University of China.
Amity organized or participated in research on
religion and philanthropy, child development,
elderly service and sinicization of religions, and
engaged in the evaluation of the sinicization index
of Christianity in Nanjing churches.

Handicraft workshop under Amity Dorcas Fund
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Internet Philanthropy
Philosophy:
By leveraging on Internet technology and thinking, Amity advocates connectivity and
provides partners with support in fundraising, institutional management, and capacity
building, aiming to jointly promote the social influence of the third sector.

By the end of 2021, total fund raised online by Amity through 15 years’ experience
in Internet philanthropy reached RMB 1.24 billion. In 2021, Amity cooperated with
new fundraising platforms such as ByteDance (China) CSR, Bilibili Charity and Mango
Charity. During Tencent "99 Giving Day", Amity launched 366 charity projects with 231
organizations, raising RMB 98.32 million from 1.04 million donors. At the same time, with
the IP "Little Safflower" created by Tencent Charity, Amity organized various activities to
interact with the public both online and offline, aiming to integrate charity into public life.
Amity raised over RMB 104 million for its three programs: Flagship Projects, Amity Alliance
Plan, and Amity Stream Monthly Donation Program. In 2021, Amity launched our "XIN 100
Program". The plan aims to cooperate with outstanding social organizations within the
next 3 to 5 years, to nurture at least 100 projects (the “XIN 100 Projects”), mobilizing more
than 10 million merchants and 1 billion consumers, so as to promote innovation of project
models and build credible digital infrastructure for the sector.
In 2021, an electronic invoicing system was developed and launched. It connects Amity
platforms (including Amity website, accounting system, Alipay, WeChat, and other thirdparty platforms) with an electronic invoicing system, allowing donors to issue invoices by
themselves, which greatly improved the donating experience.
In terms of united solicitation, the 4th A+ Partner Capacity Building Camp was successfully
held in May, which provided Amity partners with the latest information updates, new media
operations, fundraising and project management knowledge, and built a platform for
exchanges. The camp attracted representatives of social organizations from 21 provinces and
municipalities, as well as speakers specializing in fundraising, publicity and platform operation.

Annual Report 2021

Online posters

Online posters

Online posters

Support to Shanxi floods by Amity together with TikTok

Online posters
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Brand Promotion
Philosophy:
To spread Amity’s culture of benevolence, promote Amity’s brand, build a platform
for public participation, further the goals and enhance the social impact of Amity.

In 2021, the Amity Foundation published about 1,300 reports/posts/videos through its official accounts
on platforms such as Amity’s website, MicroBlog, Weibo, Douyin (the Chinese version of Tiktok), Kuaishou,
Bilibili, WeChat Video, Alipay Life, and Toutiao, with over 42 million clicks and an increase of over 31,000
followers. At the same time, Amity's outreach through collaborations on partner accounts and platforms
exceeded 60 million clicks.
Amity actively promoted events and project activities via its own website and social media platforms while
cooperating with mainstream media in China. Reports about Amity on mainstream media such as China
Philanthropy Times, Xinhua Daily, China News Service, The Paper.cn, and CPPCC Daily attracted more than 5
million clicks. Apart from creating content, Amity intensified resource allocation through collaborations with
platforms on online and offline promotion campaigns. Moreover, while upgrading Amity’s official website and
enhancing information disclosure for transparency, Amity continued making its voice heard through 11 media

English website

Annual Report 2021

Chinese website

platforms in a timely, accurate

of which 15 donated an amount

and comprehensive manner.

of over RMB 500,000. During
the year, Amity established the

In addition to participating in

Amity Charity Calligraphy and

China Charity Fair and the 4th

Painting Institute, aiming to

Annual Meeting of Responsible

combine art and charity. More

Leaders and co-organizing

than 200 pieces of artwork have

a parallel forum for the 2021

been donated to Amity to foster

annual assembly of China

cultural activities with charity,

Foundation Forum, Amity also

and to inspire cross-sector

held 10 sessions of "Chuan Yi

cooperation and innovation. The

Salon", 6 sessions of "Chuan Yi

3rd "Amity Cup" Table Tennis

Dialogue", and organized 10

Game was held in Nanjing,

seminars for "Charity Rule of Law

attracting 118 teams including 13

Roundtable" series.

medical workers’ teams fighting
against Covid-19. The proceeds

In 2021, 157 companies made

were donated to Amity's projects

donations to Amity to fulfill their

supporting marginalized children

corporate social responsibilities,

through sports.

Video about Covid volunteers
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Regional Development
Amity Foundation (Hong Kong)

In 2021, the Amity Walk for Living Water (WLW),
defying all odds during repeated lockdowns in Hong
Kong, was successfully organized in the “virtual”
format for the 11th time in spring, attracting 348
participants. We owed much to our volunteers and
walkers pledging quests both home and abroad.
A total of HK$440,000 was raised from the Amity
Living Water Campaign to support Amity to spread
its international project footprints to five countries,
namely Myanmar, Nepal, Cambodia, Kenya and
Sri Lanka. Amity’s local partners used the funds
to establish water systems for the villages, so that
people there could have easier access to clean water.

Villagers enjoyed newly built Living Water facilities in Pyaung
Kaung Village, Myanmar

We worked with a local school in Hong Kong to
raise HK$36,000 for a Cambodian primary school
to build a photovoltaic system as part of the Amity
Torch Project Initiative, enabling children there to
study in the dark hours to make up for learning
lost due to lack of educational resources and the
Covid-related closures. As part of our advocacy
work, Amity HK organized five online town halls in
4 secondary schools in Hong Kong to bring global
issues to the forefront of experiential learning in
2021. The hundreds of students attending gave
encouraging feedback, expressing strong desires to
know more and volunteer to help those in need in
less developed countries.

Water townhall-student communicate with Indonesia partner
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In 2021, Amity HK did its modest part in supporting
people affected by the Covid-19 pandemic and natural
disasters in different parts of the world.
In Spring, finally Amity HK was able to help 350
families at the point of starvation in Nepal, and
provide subsidies, rice and PPE to people worst hit by
Covid-19 in 133 churches and community groups in
Myanmar, responding to urgent appeals from local

Nepal vamily supported uring Covid-19 Pandemic

partner Transform Nepal and our Myanmar partner
the Toungoo Diocese.
The July floods in Henan in north China was one of
the worst for decades. Working closely with Amity
headquarters, Amity HK succeeded in getting relief
aid of HK$7.969 million from the Disaster Relief Fund
(DRF) of the government of HK Special Administrative
Region. The joint mobilization provided humanitarian
assistance to 19,945 families.
Toungoo Diocese clergy on mission of love during
Pandemic in Myanmar

Supplies for Henan floods with funds granted by Hong Kong government
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Meanwhile, Amity responded to Sri Lanka local partners’ appeal to
support their fight against Covid-19 after a successful appeal through
AlipayHK brought in over HK$10,000. The donation was provided to 5
hospitals in Sri Lanka to purchase electrical appliances.
The Breakout Project and the Future Engineers Project that
subsidize senior secondary students in pursuing their dream for
Sri Lanka hospital given electrical appliances to
fight Covid-19 Pandemic

a better education have received strong support from the China
Candlelight Educational Fund and some senior HK citizens of the KC
63 Foundation. The total endowment of HK$2.92 million from the
two groups are being applied to benefit 290 students in Guizhou,
Chongqing, Sichuan, Qinghai and Xinjiang. To better engage the
donors, a virtual meeting was arranged allowing the senior citizens
to interact with student representatives, teachers and their school in
Guizhou.
Amity HK joined hands with several teams in the Amity family to
oversee 14 projects funded by the CWM/Nethersole Foundation

Local task force at Brgy. Sta. Rosario, Philippines

involving elderly care, children at risk and services for the physically
challenged. Separately, our joint effort hatched two environmental
protection projects amounting to US$75,220 involving marine
conservation and a low-carbon future. In the same vein, Amity HK
supported colleagues at the Amity headquarters to help 93 girls
from humble backgrounds to study in 4 Guizhou universities and 29
disadvantaged children to enjoy quality education.
International publicity and outreach was kept up through the Amity
English website, newsletter and social media platforms such as
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram and Twitter sharing Amity's work with
the overseas audience, attracting hundreds of thousands of views in
2021. Colleagues also represented Amity in publications and events
of overseas partners and in international networks such as the UCC
Love and Justice Conference, and as guest lecturers at the University
of Hong Kong (HKU).

Amity's overseas communications
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Regional Development
Shanghai Rende Foundation &
Shanghai Amity Philanthropy Research Center

The year 2021 marked a new high for Rende Foundation in fundraising,
with an annual income of RMB 103 million. Based in Shanghai, Rende
Foundation worked across the country. In 2021, a total of 116 projects
were carried out across the country, covering child care, educational
support, rural revitalization and community development. In addition,
Rende continued developing its NGO development program and
focused on supporting the development of community and grassroots
organizations in Shanghai. Rende cooperated with Shanghai Powerlong
Foundation to establish a special fund named "Powerlong Community
Action", dedicated to promoting the high-quality development of
community philanthropy in Shanghai.

Community Research
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In July, a devastating flood hit Henan. Rende immediately dispatched a
rescue team to respond to the disaster in a joint relief action, including
investigation, procurement and distribution, as well as repairing school
buildings during post-disaster reconstruction and supporting students
to continue their studies.
In terms of sector advocacy, Rende held an event "Breaking Walls,
Integration and Common Good - Fundraising and Cooperation Salon",
discussing fundraising with over 30 Shanghai local practitioners. Rende

Rende staff participating in Henan flood relief

also held the "912 Love Charity Sales" together with over 20 social
organizations. Rende participated in the Charity Law amendment
discussion and drafting project initiated by Institute for Philanthropy
of Tsinghua University, Institute for Philanthropy Development of
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, and Shanghai Legal Centre for NGO, in
order to provide support for a law-based sector.
Rende Foundation was listed among the Shanghai Top 10 Social
Organizations of the Year 2021. Rende gained full score in China
Foundation Transparency Index.
Rende staff participating in Henan flood relief

Charity sale on 9.12 Charity Day
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Regional Development
Guangzhou Philanthropy Development Center

Amity's project was awarded by gongyi.ifeng.com in Guangzhou

Throughout the year, Amity Guangzhou supported 54 partners in fundraising for 76 projects on Tencent
Charity, Alipay Charity, and other platforms. Total amount raised reached RMB 20.08 million. During the Charity
Day of China on September 5 and "99 Giving Day", Amity Guangzhou mobilized 160,000 people donating for
52 projects and raised a total of RMB 14.5 million. During the 5th Citywide Charity Appeal sponsored by Amity
Nanjing and Amity Guangzhou, 10 outstanding organizations were shortlisted, raising over RMB 13.5 million,
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with support from corporations
and the media. In 2021, Amity
Guangzhou was credited as
"AAA-grade Social Organization"
and "Guangzhou 2021 Four-Star
Charity Organization of the Year".
In terms of capacity building,
Amity Guangzhou hosted 41
online and offline trainings
and other activities in 2021,
attracting 1,459 practitioners

Award ceremony for List of CSRWorld Innovation 2021

from 721 organizations and
862 community residents. The
empowering courses foster
practical skills of participants’
fundraising efforts. Moreover,
training and consultation
were offered to participants
on monthly donations and
the annual “99 Giving Day”.
Leveraging on the rich
experience of Amity Philanthropy
Valley Elderly Care in Nanjing,
Amity Guangzhou succeeded
in cultivating government
purchases to train elderly care
professionals and promote the
development of the elderly care
sector in Guangzhou.

Project assessment for venture philanthropy projects in Panyu of Guangzhou
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Regional Development
Amity Beijing Office

Representative of Amity Beijing attended the online seminar “Story of the United Nations” and gave a
presentation to introduce the establishment of the Amity Geneva Office and its cooperation with the United
Nations. The staff also participated in a “Going Global” capacity building seminar and informed about
Amity's efforts and work in implementing the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
In addition to sector seminars, Amity also supported sector research. Amity cooperated with Associate
Professor Xu Ying from the School of International Studies of Renmin University of China to co-author an
article "Seizing International Opportunities - Internationalization of Chinese Social Organizations", which was
published in the core journal "Beijing Cultural Review" under the Chinese Social Sciences Citation Index (CSSCI).
The article introduced Amity's participation in the UN humanitarian aid system through joining ICVA and the
significance for the internationalization of Chinese social organizations.

Seminar on Participation of Foreign NGOs in International Aid and Its Enlightenment to China
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International Development
Philosophy:
Through cross-cultural and international exchanges, Amity is enhancing its international
impact with its public welfare ideas and projects, to promote the United Nations
sustainable development goals, and contribute to world peace.

Amity volunteer with Ethiopian children

Annual Report 2021
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Amity Torch Project in Ethiopia

and hand-washing facilities,
to improve sanitation and
provide clean water for
teachers and students. At
the same time, the program
raised hygiene awareness
among local students and
teachers to reduce the spread
of diseases and promote the
development of local health
and education.
In 2021, Amity supported
the fight against Covid-19 in
India, Nepal, and Sri Lanka.
Amity’s General Secretary Ling Chunxiang, on behalf of Amity, ran for the
Board member of International Council of Voluntary Agencies (ICVA) and
Amity became the first Chinese board member in May 2021, after joining
ICVA as the first Chinese NGO in its history a year earlier. Amity’s seat on the
board of ICVA is a milestone in its efforts to work with a global network of

In the context of Covid-19
pandemic, Amity also made
innovations on projects by
using internet technology:
through online services

NGOs to influence policy and practice.

and cultural courses, Amity

Since 2015, the Amity Foundation has made great efforts in “going global”.

young people in different

Amity carried out disaster relief and education projects in Ethiopia, Kenya,
Nepal and many other countries, focusing in particular on educational equity.

facilitated exchanges among
countries amidst restrictions
on travel.

Amity Torch Project was initiated to reduce school dropouts among
disadvantaged children in developing countries by providing them with
financial support and subsidies. The project promotes the development of
local education and educational equality. Since the launch of the program
in 2020, more than RMB 5 million had been raised. The program benefited
a total of 5,760 vulnerable children in eight countries, including Nepal,
Sri Lanka, Cambodia, Philippines, Thailand, Kenya, Ethiopia and Uganda,
ensuring their education and alleviating their families’ financial pressure. In
2021 alone, the program provided a subsidy of RMB 400 and an allowance
of RMB 200 for each of the 2,090 impoverished children in Ethiopia, Kenya
and Uganda.
Amity's Living Water Project supported primary schools in Kenya, Cambodia,
Sri Lanka, Nepal and Myanmar by building environmentally friendly toilets
Kenyan children supported by Amity Torch Project
are studying
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Amity Printing
Throughout 2021, Amity Printing Co., Ltd. completed
20.72 million hardcover copies , an increase of 3.11
million copies compared to 2020. By the end of 2021,
Amity Printing had completed 227,055,862 copies of
the Bible in total, including 88,952,632 copies for the
Chinese church and 138,103,230 copies for overseas.
“Chinese Etymology Dictionary: The Commemorative
Edition of the 120th Anniversary of the Commercial
Press” won the 5th China Publishing Government
Award for printing and duplication. The company
printed the first edition of the miniature version of
the 7th edition of “Thesaurus”. "Stories of Xi Jinping's
Poverty Alleviation Efforts" won the 3rd Jiangsu
Provincial Government Press and Publication Award for
printing and duplication. The number of book awards
and nomination awards received by Amity Printing
accounted for 15% and 13% of the total number of
awards during the event. Furthermore, the company
won the title of "Jiangsu Province Harmonious Labor
Relations Demonstration Enterprise".
In 2021, Amity Printing upgraded its primary sewage
filtration and collection tank. In addition, Amity
Printing joined the Jiangsu enterprises’ alliance
for green development under the Department of
Ecology and Environment of Jiangsu Province and
became a member of the board. While winning the
title of "2021 Nanjing Environmental Protection
Demonstration Enterprise", the environmental
protection score of Amity Printing in the credit
evaluation system for Jiangsu enterprises and
institutions reached the level of "green enterprise".
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Amity Printing cooperates with Nanjing Normal Institute of Special Education

As a member of the Amity
family, Amity Printing
paid special attention to
supporting people with
disabilities. As of 2021, there
were 9 employees with
disabilities, who worked
as Braille Bible producers,
prepress producers, thumb
index punchers, sample
book producers and
other positions in light
of their unique physical
conditions and needs. This
move encouraged Amity’s
outsourcing partners and
result in the employment
of 34 people with
disabilities. Moreover, by
providing job opportunities
and special trainings,
improving a system of
care, and organizing afterwork cultural activities,
Amity Printing continued
to build capacities and
improved the well-being of
employees with disabilities.
In addition, Amity Printing
cooperated with Nanjing
Normal Institute of Special
Education to facilitate the
development of education
for the group as a whole.
The 7th edition of “Thesaurus”
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Flagship Projects
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Orphan Fostering
Amity Orphan Fostering Program
provides daily necessities and
learning support for orphans living
in difficult conditions. Moreover, the
program builds social supporting
network for these orphans by creating
opportunities for them to interact
with peer groups, communities,
schools and teachers. In 2021, Amity
supported over 15,699 orphans in 141
counties of 16 provinces (autonomous
regions and municipalities), including
Jiangsu, Henan, Shandong, Yunnan,
Guizhou, Sichuan, Chongqing, Ningxia,
Liaoning, Guangdong, Hebei, Hunan,
Jiangxi, Anhui, Gansu and Xinjiang.
Amity focuses on innovative ways to
integrate and combine projects. In
addition to encouraging the public
to purchase mooncake gift packages
produced by trainees of Amity
Bakery, Amity sent 1,580 mooncake
gift packages to orphans under Amity
Orphan Fostering Program in Yunnan
and Liaoning provinces for the MidAutumn Festival of 2021.
In 2021, the program was
recommended as Dynamic Charity
Project of the Year by China Internet
Good Summit.
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Amity Bakery
In 2021, Amity provided vocational training for 22 trainees with learning difficulties and organized more
than 50 charitable activities involving Amity Bakery. After years of capacity building, the trainees enhanced
their professional working skills, in addition to daily work abilities in the workshop and sales service training.
Furthermore, they also engaged in e-commerce services, tea break services, packaging and delivery, and
charity sales. These empowerment approaches helped the trainees to boost their confidence.
Apart from the usual products, Amity Bakery develops a series of themed and customized gift packages. In
particular, the "Han Shi Ji" moon cake gift box for Mid-Autumn Festival was extremely popular. The name
"Han Shi Ji" is not only related to the theme of the classic novel “The Dream of the Red Chamber”, but also
implies that the trainees are rock-solid in pursuing their dream of baking for years on end. For the first time,
this gift box combines the bakery's work with the "The Dream of Red Chamber" (also known as The Story of
the Stone), with beautiful connotations.
Moreover, Amity Bakery was chosen by Tencent and Tiktok as partner for charity promotion and online
volunteering service.
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Papa and Mama’s Canteen
Starting from free meals, Papa and Mama’s Canteen provides professional services for the elderly in need of
assistance in both urban and rural areas and improves their living conditions.
With support from all walks of life, Amity offered elderly care services outside those provided by
government, families and the market, setting up channels and platforms for social participants to engage
in charity elderly-care services. Throughout 2021, Amity established 120 catering sites in 26 provinces. By
the end of the year, Mama and Papa’s Canteen Project had provided about 1.3 million free meals for nearly
10,000 elderly people across the country.
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Sprouts on Earth
During three years of continuous development, Amity Sprouts on Earth - Maternal and Infant Health Care
Campaign ("Sprouts on Earth Project") has developed into a strategic flagship program of Amity in 2021,
with strong synergies, wide coverage and being highly replicable. Following the 14th Five-Year Plan and
the national rural revitalization strategy, the program evolved and entered its second phase last year. The
project proposed an effective path for solving maternal and infant health problems in underdeveloped
areas through content, methods and technological innovation.
In 2021, Sprouts on Earth Project covered 15 counties across seven provinces, benefiting 622,000 people. It
focused on the healthcare of early-stage childhood and supported primary medical care in underdeveloped
areas, aiming to improve the overall quality in healthcare. By providing rural people in need with basic
medical and health services, Amity helps improve life quality and contributes to healthcare in those areas.
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Future Engineers
Starting from 2016, Amity Future Engineers
Project provides vocational education for
young people. By supporting academic
studies and building capacities, the
program supports vocational training
for middle school students to become
"engineers" in the future. Setting targets
in quality vocational education as stated
in China's Education Modernization 2035
Plan, Amity develops innovative services,
concepts and tools.
In 2021, Amity Future Engineers Project
took place in nine schools in five provinces,
benefiting 1,556 vocational middle school
students. The program improves the
confidence of vocational school students,
supporting schools to improve their
teaching systems by strengthening their
programs and advocating for vocational
education among the public.
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Amity Cup
Table Tennis Game
From October 16 to 17, in
cooperation with the Jiangsu Sports
Federation, Jiangsu Table Tennis
Association, and many other partners
and companies, Amity held the third
"Amity Cup" Table Tennis Game
in Nanjing Olympic Sports Center
Gymnasium. The event attracted 118
teams across the country, of which 13
were composed of medical workers
working for public health during
Covid-19 pandemic. Amity invited
an Olympic champion, a Paralympic
table tennis champion and a
representative of medical workers
to serve as brand ambassadors of
the event. The "Amity Cup" in 2021
had three themes: to celebrate the
100th anniversary of the founding of
the Communist Party of China, show
appreciation to the medical workers
in the fight against Covid-19, to
continue to “fight for love”.
The "Amity Cup" represents a
successful exploration of "sports
+ charity". By attracting a large
number of table tennis fans, the
event promotes charity to the public
while advocating the idea "Sport
makes life better".
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Amity Charity Calligraphy
and Painting Institute
Promoting charity by combining it with traditional Chinese culture, the Amity Foundation officially
established the Amity Charity Calligraphy and Painting Institute in Nanjing on May 28, 2021. Amity is
connecting art and charity and explores the integration of cultural elements into cross-sector cooperation
and innovation endeavors.
More than 200 calligraphers and painters from all over the country have voluntarily joined the Institute, and
support Amity’s projects through artworks, exchanges, art training, charity donations and charity auctions
in five cities in Jiangsu Province.
In the future, the Institute plans to expand its work over the whole country, and to explore possibilities
and channels to interact with artists from all over the world, to promote charitable causes and cultural
exchanges at the same time.
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Sincere gratitude to volunteers
and voluntary groups

Sincere gratitude to
individual donors

Sincere gratitude to
organization donors

Sincere gratitude to
corporate donors

Enables love to give aidance
Enriches virtues to nurture benevolence
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